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Abstract 
Let D be a complete discrete valuation domain with the residue field K. We study in the paper 
a class of subamalgams A* ( 1.3) of tiled D-orders A (1.1) by means of an integral quadratic Tits 
form q,,. : Z” + Z (1.4) and a matrix problem over K defined in Section 3 by a finite stratified 
poset I, associated with A’. Simple criteria for the finite lattice type of A* are given in terms of 
the Tits form qn*, in terms of a two-peak poset (1;.‘,&) with zero-relations associated to A* 
in (4.4), and in terms of forbidden minor D-suborders of A* presented in Table 1. The shape 
of Auslander-Reiten quiver r(latt(n*)) is described in Remarks 6.4. @ 1999 Elsevier Science 
B.V. All rights reserved. 
A MS (‘k~sszjicutiont 16G30, 16G60, 16G20 
1. Introduction 
Throughout this paper we assume that K is a field and D is a complete discrete 
valuation domain, p is the unique maximal ideal of D and K = D/p. We denote by 
F = Do the field of fractions of D, and by Mm(D) the full m x m-matrix ring with 
coefficients in D. 
We recall that a D-order A in a finite-dimensional semisimple F-algebra C is a 
subring A of C which is a finitely generated free D-submodule of C and A contains 
an F-basis of C. 
We denote by latt(A) the category of right A-lattices, that is, finitely generated right 
A-modules which are free as D-modules. It is well-known [ 171 that any D-order is a 
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semiperfect ring and the category latt(n) has the finite unique decomposition property 
and has Auslander-Reiten sequences (see [15, 18, 19, 25, 35, 361). 
A D-order is said to be of jinite lattice type if the category lam/i) has finitely 
many isomorphism classes of indecomposable modules. A is said to be of tame lattice 
type if the indecomposable n-lattices of any fixed D-rank form a finite set of at most 
one-parameter families (see [6,27]). 
It was shown by the author in [28] that the weakly positivity and the weakly non- 
negativity of a reduced Tits quadratic form associated to a D-order n constructed by 
a kind of glueing is a necessary and sufficient condition for the finite lattice type and 
for the tame lattice type of /1, respectively. In the present paper we prove a similar 
result for subamalgam suborders A* (1.3) of tiled D-orders (1.1). 
Our main result of this paper is the characterisation given in Theorem 1.6 of a class 
of subamalgam D-orders of finite lattice type in terms of the associated reduced Tits 
quadratic form (1.4) defined below. 
The subamalgam D-orders /i’ (1.3) of tame lattice type and of polynomial growth 
will be characterised in the subsequent paper [31]. 
In order to formulate the main results we introduce some notation. We suppose that 
n, ni, 112 > 0 and n3 > 0 are fixed natural numbers and /1 is a tiled D-suborder of 
M,(D) of the form 
(1.1) n 
such that 
(a) iDj is either D or u, 
(b) LI admits a three-partition; 
where A2 = /ii, ni = n2, ni + n2 + n3 = n and ~l3 is a hereditary n3 x ns-matrix 
D-order 
D D . ..DD 
n3. 
InparticulariDj=Dholdsinnforj=nl+n3+l,...,nandiinl. 
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Note that 1 = ~1 + ~3 + ~2, where ~1, ~3 and ~2 are the matrix idempotents of A 
corresponding to the identity elements of Al, A3 and AZ, respectively. 
We define the three-partite subamalgam of A to be the D-suborder 
(1.3) ‘4’ = {A = [/I,]; Elk - &21&2 E Mn, (P)) 
of A consisting of all matrices J. = [A,] of A such that the left upper comer nr x nl 
submatrix sriel of 1, is congruent modulo Ml,,(p) to the right lower comer nr x nl 
submatrix ~21~2 of I,. 
To any such a D-order A* we associate the integral quadratic form 
(1.4) 
in the indeterminates x*,x+,x1,. . . ,x,, +,,,, x ,,,+I,. . . ,X,, +n, defined by the formula 
. . ..%.+n,J*,X+) 4.4*(x1 ,...,&,+n,, n,+l, x 
nl+K 
=x2,+x$+ xx; 
j=l 
+ C XiXj +CX,Xt + C - x,-n, -n,& 
#D,=D SCf ,D3=D 
l<rc,<“,+q “, <rgq+n3< 
Following [28] we call qno the reduced Tits quadratic form of the order A*. 
Given a matrix A E M,(D) we define the rejection transpose of ,I to be the transpose 
matrix 
e(l) E M,(D) 
of I with respect to the non main diagonal. 
Given any D-order A we define the rejection transpose of A (resp. of A*) to be 
the D-order 
(1.5) rt(A) = {H(L); I E A} (resp. rt(A’) = {rt(,l); L E A*} ) 
lt is easy to see that 
rt(A’) = r-t(A)’ 
and the map i H rt(2) defines the ring anti-isomorphisms A 5 rt(A) and A’ 5, 
rt(A.). 
One of our main results of this paper is the following theorem. 
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Theorem 1.6. Assume that D is a complete discrete valuation domain. Let A be 
a three-partite D-order (1.2) as above and let A’ be the subamalgam (1.3) of A, 
where A, = Al, A, and n, nl = n2, n3 are positive integers as above. The following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(a) The D-order A’ is of finite lattice type. 
(b) The integral reduced Tits quadratic form qA= : Zntf2n3+2 -+ Z (1.4) is weakly 
positive, that is, qn.(z) > 0 for any non-zero vector z E Nn1+2n3f2. 
(c) The D-order Al is hereditary of the form 
D D . ..DD 
(1.7) 
and the two-peak poset (IiL,3”.) with zero-relations associated to A’ in (4.4) does 
not contain as a two-peak subposet with zero-relations any of the following eight 
forms: 
where the dotted line in %d means a zero-relation. 
(d) The D-order A, is hereditary of the form (1.7) and the three-partite orders A’ 
and rt(A)’ do not contain three-partite minor D-suborders being dominated by any 
of the 14 three-partite D-orders listed in Table 1. 
If 1 < il < . . . < i, 5 nl, we say that the order A is an (il,. . . , &)-minor D- 
suborder of A, if A is obtained from Al by omitting the ijth row and the ijth column 
for j = l,...,s. 
A three-partite order r is said to be a three-partite minor D-suborder of A* if r 
is a minor D-suborder of A’ obtained by omitting rows and columns simultaneously 
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in parts Ai and AZ, that is, we omit any ith row and any ith column of A*, where 
1 < i < n1, and simultaneously we omit the (ns + i)th row and the (Q + i)th column 
of A’. 
A three-partite order A’ (1.3) is said to be dominated by a three-partite order /i’ 
if A’ is a three-partite D-suborder /1’ of the same size (1.2) and Al = 21, Al = 22, 
A, = 23, %‘cX, CVCY (see [36, p.691). 
In Section 3 and in (5.1) we associate with A* a family 
* : G,,.(u) x J&.(u) -+ AA.(u), u E N(nl+2n3+2, 
of parabolic algebraic groups Gn.(u) = G$““* ) acting on irreducible algebraic K- 
*:>3,,* 1
varieties &A.(u) = MatL’A . We show in Corollary 5.2 that A. is of finite lattice 
type if and only if the number of G”.(u)-orbits in .kA.(u) is finite, or equivalently, if 
and only if dim GA.(U) > dim &‘A. (0) for all u E Nnl+2n3f2, where dim is the variety 
dimension. 
In case latt(A) is of finite representation type a construction of Auslander-Reiten 
quiver of the category latt(A’) is presented in Theorem 6.1. In particular, it is shown 
there that the map X H cdn W(X) defines a bijection 
(1.8) indlaNA*) - 92. \ {~I,..~,~,,+~~,E,,+~,...,~~,+~~,~~,~,~~,+~~...,~~,+~,} 
between the set ind latt(A*) of isomorphism classes of indecomposable lattices in 
latt(A*) and the set 
(1.9) 2;. = {u E lV+2n,+*; q/l.(u) = l} 
of positiue roots of the quadratic form qA* : Znlf2n3+2 + Z (1.4) being distinct from 
the roots ~1,. . ,E,,+,,, &,,+I,. . . ,E,,+n3, F*, 2, Z&+1,. . ,Zn,+n,, where W is the reduc- 
tion functor (4.1), cdn Y E FVI+*~~+~ is the coordinate vector defined by the formula 
(3.1), El ‘...‘&l,+n~’ E,,+1,...,%,+?Q,,+,,, *, ‘+ E P is the standard basis of the free abelian group 
Z”, +2n1 t2 
> cl,+s = f&,ts + 2, 2 = c cEm~A,~~c and m(Al) is the subset of {l,...,ni} 
consisting of all elements t < n1 such that there is no m < t with ,D, = D. 
Main results of this paper were presented on an AMS-IMS-SIAM Joint Summer 
Conference “Trends in the Representation Theory of Finite Dimensional Algebras” at 
the University of Washington, Seattle, in July 1997. 
2. Right multipeak posets with zero-relations and their socle projective 
representations 
We recall from [37; 25, Ch. 13; 291 that the study of tiled D-orders is reduced to the 
study of representations of infinite posets having a unique maximal element by means 
of a covering type technique. A similar idea applies in the study of some categories 
of Cohen-Macaulay modules, lattices over pull-back orders and categories of abelian 
groups (see [ l-3,9,36]). 
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Table 1 
Minimal three-partite subamalgams of tiled D-orders of infinite lattice type..up to domination 
We use here tbe notation introduced in Section 1, that is, we present three-ptiite tiled D-orders rj, and the 
three-partition is indicated by vertical and horizontal lines. The subamalgam D-order I? is obtained from 
rj according to the formula (1.3) by identifying module p = rad(D) the left utter corn& block of r, with 
the right lower corner block of rj. 
R) = 1, 
\p P PIPIP P D/ 
Type 92 : 
Tw 
r, = 
r, = 
P v p DID DJD D D D 1 
rz= .m n3=2 
;: 
DDD 
vDD 
VPD 
v v v 
v v P 
P v P 
P v P 
v v P 
v P v 
P P v 
rs = 
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Table 1. Contd. 
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Type%: 
/D D 
rll = 
Type 
r13 = 
Type , 
r14 = 
ist, 
/ 
\ 
p 
P P 
P P 
P P 
P P 
P 
P P 
P P 
DDDppppDDD 
I I PDDPPPPDDD 
PPDPPPPDDD 
pppDDDDDDD 
ppppDDDDDD 
t 
PPPPPDDDDD 
PPPPPPDDDD 
PPPPPPPDDD 
PPPPPPPPDD 
PPPPPPPPPD 
~DDDDD 
pDDDDD 
ppDDDD 
PPPDDD 
PPPPDD 
PPPPPD 
PPPPPP 
PPPPPP 
PPPPPP 
PPPPPP 
PPPPPP 
PPPPPP 
PPPPPP 
I “3 = 4 
r12 = 
DID D D D D D 
DDDDDD 
pDDDDD 
ppDDDD 
PPPDDD 
PPPPDD 
P P P P P D, 
n, = 3 
DD 
P D 
P P 
P P 
P P 
P 
P P 
\P PIP P PIP P D/ 
“3 = 1 
Our principal idea in proving the main theorems of the paper is a reduction of the 
problem for lattices over three-partite subamalgams of tiled D-orders to a corresponding 
problem for K-linear socle projective representations of two-peak posets (that is, having 
exactly two maximal elements) with zero-relations and studied in [24], where K = D/p. 
Our reduction extends the reduction given in [28, Section 21 and will involve the 
reduction functors defined in [8,19], and the covering technique for bipartite stratified 
posets developed by the author in [22,24]. 
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The reader is referred to the author’s survey articles [22,29] for an elementary expla- 
nation of the role of peak posets I, peak Z-spaces and their relevance to amalgamation 
of D-orders and their representation type. 
Throughout we shall denote by (I; 3) a finite poset, that is, a finite partially ordered 
set (I; 3) with the partial order 3. We shall write i + j if i 5 j and i # j. For the 
sake of simplicity we write I instead of (1, 3). We denote by max I the set of all 
maximal elements of I and Z will be called an r-peak poset if / max I (= r. 
Given a poset I we denote by KI the incidence algebra of I [25], that is, the 
subalgebra of the full matrix algebra Ml(K) consisting of all I x I square matrices 
3, = [lP4]P,4E~ such that il,, = 0 if p $ q in (I; 5). 
For i 5 j we denote by eij E KI the matrix having 1 at (i-j)th position and zero 
elsewhere. Given j in I we denote by ej = ejj the standard primitive idempotent of 
KI corresponding to j. 
The algebra Kl is basic and the standard matrix idempotents ei, i E I, form a 
complete set of primitive orthogonal idempotents of KI. Moreover, KI is of finite 
global dimension and the right socle of KZ is isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of 
the right ideals e,H, p E max I, called the right peak ideals of Kl (see [26]). 
We shall denote by mod,,(KI) the category of socle projective right KY-modules 
[21], that is, the full subcategory of mod(KI) consisting of modules X such that the 
socle sot(X) of X is projective and isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of the right 
ideals e&7, p E max I. 
In our definition of a main reduction functor introduced in Section 4 we shall also 
need a concept of a poset with zero-relations and its incidence K-algebra. 
Definition 2.1. A zero-relation in a poset I is a pair (io, jo) of elements of I such that 
io < j0. 
A set of zero-relations in I is a set 3 satisfying the following two conditions: 
(Zl ) 3 consists of zero-relations (io,jo) of Z, 
(22) If (io,jo) E 3 and il 3 io 3 jo 5 Jo then (i,,j,) E 3. 
A right multipeak (or precisely r-peak) poset with zero-relations is a pair (I,3), 
where I is a poset, r = 1 max II, and 3 is a set of zero-relations satisfying the following 
condition (see [23, p. 1181): 
(23) For every i E I \ max Z there exists p E max I such that (i, p) @ 3. In case 
the set 3 is empty we shall write I instead of (Z,3). 
A right multipeak poset (Z/,3’) with zero-relations is said to be a peak subposet of 
(Z, 3) if I’ is a subposet of I, 3’ is the restriction of 3 to 1’ and max I’ = Z’n(max I). 
Definition 2.2. Let K be a field and let (1,3) be a right r-peak poset with zero- 
relations. The incidence K-algebra of (Z,3) is the K-algebra 
(2.1) K(1,3) = (2 = [Ilij]i,jEl E KI; iii = 0, for (i, j) E 3) CKZ 
consisting of all I x I square matrices 1 = [J.ii]ijcr E M,(K) such that /1, = 0 if 
i $ j in (I; d), or if (i, j) E 3. The addition in K(I, 3) is the usual matrix addition, 
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whereas the multiplication of two matrices 1, = [A,i]l.,E, and i.’ = [R:i]i,jc, in K(I.3) 
is the matrix 1.” = [i&El, where 
Note that in case the set 3 is not empty the algebra K(I,3) C KI is not a subalgebra 
of the incidence K-algebra KI C MI(K) of the poset I. In case the set 3 is empty we 
get KI = K(I,3)). 
It is easy to see that the incidence algebra K(I,3) is basic and the standard matrix 
idempotents e;, i E I, form a complete set of primitive orthogonal idempotents of 
K(I, 3). 
We shall denote by mod,r K(I,3) the category of socle projective right K(I,;~)- 
modules, that is, the full subcategory of modK(I,,) consisting of modules X such 
that the socle sot(X) of X is projective and isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of 
the right ideals e,K(I,3), p E max I (see [21]). 
Lemma 2.4. Let K be u field and K(I, 3) be the incidence K-algebra of a right peak 
poset (,I, 3) with zero-relations. 
(a) The algebra K(I,3) is a factor K-algebra of KI module the ideal generated 
by all matrices e;.i E KI such that (i, j) E 3. 
(b) The right socle of the algebra K(I,3) is isomorphic to a direct sum of copies 
of’ the right ideals e,K(I,3), p E max 1, called the right peak ideals of’K(I,3). 
(c) The global dimension of K(I,3) is jinite. 
(d) The category mod,r K(I,3) is closed under extensions, direct sums and sum- 
mands. It has Auslander-Reiten sequences, source maps and sink maps, enough rel- 
ative projective and enough relative injective objects. 
Proof. The statement (a) is an easy observation. The statement (c) follows from (a) by 
standard arguments like in the proof of [26, Lemma 2.11. It follows from the condition 
(23) in Definition 2.1 that the algebra K(I,3) is a right multipeak ring in the sense 
of [21, Section I]. Then (b) follows like in [20, Proposition 2.21 or in the proof of 
[25, Corollary 17.441. The statement (d) is a consequence of [16]. 0 
It is well-known that any finite-dimensional module X over K(I,3) can be identified 
with the K-linear representation of (1,3)), that is, the system 
(2.5) 
where Xi = Xei, jhi : Xi 4 Xj is the K-linear map defined by the multiplication by 
eii E KI (see [32, Section 21 for more details). 
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The module X is socle projective if and only if X viewed as a K-linear representation 
X = (Xi,ihi)ijc,,i<j of (Z,3) is socle projective, that is, if 
n Ker Phi = 0 
/Emax I
for any i E I \ max Z (see [21]). It is often useful to deal with filtered forms of socle 
projective K-linear representations of (I, 3). For this purpose we introduce the following 
definition extending that one given in [26] for posets without zero- 
relations. 
Definition 2.6. Let K be a field and let (I, 3) be a right multipeak poset with zero- 
relations. A peak (Z, 3)-space (or a $ltered socle projective representation of (I, 3) ) 
over the field K is the system 
of finite-dimensional K-vector spaces Mj satisfying the following four conditions: 
(a) For any j E Z the K-space Mj is a K-subspace of the space 
M’ = @ M,. 
pfzmax I 
(b) The inclusion Mp C: M’ is the usual p-coordinate embedding for any p E max I. 
(c) nj(Mi) CMj for all i + j in I, where rtj : M’ -+ M’ is the composed K-linear 
endomorphism 
of M’ and rci is the direct summand projection. 
(d) If p E max Z and either i $ p or i -: p and (i, p) E 3 then n,(Mi) = 0. 
A morphism f : M -+ M’ from M to M’ is a system f = (fp)pEmax 1 of K-linear 
maps fp : Mp + Mh, p E max I, such that (epEmax, fp)(Mj) CM,! for all j E I. 
We denote by (I, 3)-spr the category of peak Z-spaces (or filtered socle projective 
representations of (Z,s)) over the field K. The direct sum and the indecomposablity 
in the category (Z,3)-spr are defined in an obvious way. 
In case the set 3 is empty the category (Z,3)-spr is the category I-spr of peak 
Z-spaces (or socle projective K-linear representations of Z introduced in [26]. 
It is easy to see that (Z,J)-spr is an additive category with the finite unique decom- 
position property [25, Section 1.11, and the K-linear functor 
(2.7) p : (I,:])-spr 5 mod,r K(Z,3) 
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M H % = (A4,; i~,)i4j, is an equivalence of categories, where ,Iti : M; * Ml is a 
unique K-linear map making the diagram 
commutative. The quasi-inverse of p is the restriction to the category mod,r K(I,3) 
of the adjustment functor (see [21; 16; 25, (11.32); 261). 
(2.8) 0 : mod K(Z, 3) + K(Z, s)-spr 
associating to X = (Xi,jhi)i,icr,i+j the peak (Z,J)-space M(X) = (M(X).j)/t,, where 
1 
xi for j E max Z, 
M(X).i = Im [(ph~)pEmax( : Xj + @ &] for j E Z \ max I. 
pEmax I 
The discussion above together with Lemma 2.4 (d) yields. 
Corollary 2.9. (a) Thefunctor P : (Z,J)-spr - mod,r K(Z, 3) (2.7) is an equivalence 
of categories and the functor (2.8) restricted to mod,r K(Z, 3) is the quasi-inverse 
?f P. 
(b) The category (Z,3)-spr is an udditive K-category. Moreover (Z,J)-spr ZILIS 
Auslander-Reiten sequences, source mups, sink mups, enough relative prqjective oh- 
jects und enough relative injective objects [16]. 
Following [ 16; 26, (3.1)] we associate to any r-peak poset (I, 3) with zero-relations 
the integral Tits quadratic form q(I._j) : Z’ --t Z defined by the formula 
(2.10) 4(1,.])(Z) = cz/? + c wj - c c ‘w&J. 
jEl ,<,4tWii 
(lJ)B.l fErnax ’ ,:,;z., 
3. Prinjective modules and a family of algebraic groups acting on algebraic varieties 
Throughout this section we suppose that 
Z = {l,..., n, PI,...,Z+}, max I = {p~,...,p~}. 
Moreover, we suppose that the order relation + in Z is such that i + j implies that 
i < j in the natural order. We can always achieve this by a suitable renumbering of 
the elements in I. Given j E I we set 
‘v J = {i E II i 5 j} and I-=f\max 1. 
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The incidence algebra K(Z,3) has an obvious bipartition 
W,3) = 
where B = @pEmaxIepK = K x K x ‘.. x K (I max Ii-times), the K-space A4 = 
@ @Czx:, pEmaX I 
ei,K is viewed as a K(Z-,3-)-B-bimodule in the obvious way and 
multiplication is-given by the matrix multiplication. Therefore the category prin K(Z, 3) 
of prinjective right K(Z, 3)-modules is defined (see [ 16]), and the study of socle projec- 
tive K(Z, 3)-modules reduces to the study of the category prin K(Z, 3) via the functor 
(3.2) defined below. 
It is easy to prove like in the proof of [25, Proposition 11.321 that a module X in 
modK(Z, 3) is prinjective if and only if there exists a short exact sequence 
in mod K(Z, 3)), where PO, PI are projective K(Z, 3)-modules and PI is semisimple of 
the form PI = @ pEmax ,(e,K(43)P, t, L 0. 
Let us present a useful interpretation of modules in prinK(Z,3) in terms of par- 
titioned matrices with coefficients in the field K similar to that one in [26]. For this 
purpose given a module X in mod K(Z, 3) we define the coordinate vector cdn(X) E N’ 
by the following formula (see [21, 16,261): 
(3.1) (cdn(x))ti) = 
dimK(Xj) for j E max Z, 
dimg(topX)ei for j E Z \ max I. 
We view cdn(X) as a map cdn(X) 
X has the form 
Z + lV. Note that the projective cover P(X) of 
P(X) = @ (eiK(Z, 3))(cdnX)Ci) 
if X is an indecomposable object in prin K(Z, 3) or in (Z, 3)-spr ” mod,(K(Z, 3)), and 
X is not isomorphic to the simple projective modules ep, K(Z, 3), . . . , e,K(Z, 3). 
We define the adjustment hmctor 
(3.2) 0 : prin K(Z,3) + mod,r K(Z,3) 
to be the composition of the equivalence (2.7) with the adjustment functor (2.8) re- 
stricted to the category prinK(Z,3). 
The discussion above together with results in [ 161 yields (see also [25, Section 11. 6; 
261). 
Corollary 3.3. (a) The adjustment functor 0 (3.2) is full dense and Ker 0 = 
[ejK(Z-,3-); j E Z-1, that is, Ker 0 consists of all maps in prinK(Z,3) having 
a factorisation through a direct sum of copies of the projective K(Z-, 3-)-modules 
eiK(Z-, 3-X j E I- = Z \ max 1. 
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(b) If X is un indecomposable module in prin K(I, 3) and O(X) # 0 then cdnX = 
cdn O(X). 
(c) The adjustment functor 0 (3.2) preserves and r@ects jinite representation 
type, and induces an equivalence of categories prin K(I,(~)/[e,iK(I-,3~); j E I-] ” 
(1, J)-spr. 
Fix a vector v E N’. Following [26], we associate with c and (I, 3) the affine K-space 
(3.4) pm, ’ K”~~l) = Hom~(~,.#(v), !l?(v>>, 
where 
P(v) = @(eiK(Z,;s))‘!(i), Q(v) = @ kl,,~,(e,KU, 3))“‘p’ 
jElk pEmax I 
It is clear that pm, * K(‘J) is an irreducible algebraic K-variety (in the Zariski topology). 
Consider the natural algebraic group action 
(3.5) * : G(v) x prinfCLJ) - prinf(‘3*i), 
where G(v) = AutK(I,.j)(P(v)) x AutK(,,,j,(Q(u)). Note that there is a bijection between 
the isomorphism classes of modules in prin K(I, 3) with cdn(X) = o and the G(c)-orbits 
in pm, * K(L3) given by attaching to the prinjective module X the composed K(Z,J)- 
homomorphism (see also [32, (3.9)]) 
where u and U’ are the natural embeddings and w is the natural epimorphism. 
We recall that given p E max I, the injective envelope EK(,,J)(e,K(Z, 3)) of epK(I, ;I) 
(viewed as a K-linear representation of the poset (1,J)) with zero-relations is the con- 
stant diagram having the space K over all j 3 p, (i, p) $ 3 and the space zero 
elsewhere. It follows that 
HomK(f,.l)(eiK(r,~),EK(r,.,)(epK(L3))) ” 
K if i 3 p and (i, p) 4 I{, 
o if i g p or (i p) E r3 
2 , 
where p E max I. Therefore the variety prinf”--‘) can be identified with the variety 
Matf,L-i) of all partitioned matrices of the form (compare with [26]) 
(3.7) 
WV ... v 
r(l) c(2) l,(n) 
with coefficients in K, where A;,,, =Oifeitheri$p,,or(i,pt)~J,t=l ,..., r. 
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Under the identification above the group G(v) is isomorphic to the group 
(3.8) GkLA) = H,(‘,3) x Gl( v( p, ), K) x . . . x Gl( v( p,), K), 
where I#‘31 is a group consisting of all matrices of the form 
hl h2 . . . hn 
0 hz2 . . . h2n 
(3.9) A=.. . 
i I 
. . . . . 
l Gl(~(l)+~..+v(n),K), 
. . . . 
0 0 . . , h,, 
where hii E Gl(v(i),K) and h;j = 0 if either i and j are not comparable in I-, or 
(i, j) E 3. We suppose that the order in I is such that i < j implies that i < j in the 
natural order. 
The multiplication of two matrices h = [hii] and h’ = [hb] in Hp3) is the matrix 
h” = [h$, where 
hishij if i 3 j and (i,j) @ 3, 
(3.10) (h . h’)ij = ht = 
c 
idssj 
0 if i $ j or (i,j) E 3. 
Note that in case the set 3 is not empty the group H,(‘,3) C Gl(u( 1) + . . . + v(n), K) is 
not a subgroup of the group Gl(v( 1) + . . + u(n), K). 
We define an algebraic group action 
(3.11) 0 : G;I>& x Ma+s’ K3) - Mat,; 
by the formula (h,gl,..., gP) l A = diag(gt,.. .,gp)A o h-l, where h E E$“), gj f 
Gl(u(pj), K), A o h-l = A’ is a partitioned matrix of the form (3.7) with Ai, = 
(Ah-‘),,, if s 5 p and (s, p) 4 3, and AiP = 0, if s $ p or (s, p) E 3. 
Proposition 3.12. Let K be u field, let (I,3) be a right multipeak poset with zero- 
relations and max I = (~1,. . . , p,}. 
(a) Under the notation introduced above, prinf(“3) and Mat!?) are irreducible 
algebraic K-varieties in Zariski topology, G(v) and GF”’ are parabolic algebraic 
groups, there exist a K-variety isomorphism prinf”,S) G Mat!f,“’ and an algebraic 
group isomorphism G(v) z Gi’j3’ such that the following diagram is commutative 
G(v) x prinK’“L3’ * * mL.3) ” - prq 
l= 1 
E 
($J>“’ x Matfd $ Mat(/d 
for any coordinate vector v E N’, where . is the algebraic group action (3.11). 
(b) The map X H fx (3.6) together with the isomorphisms in (a) defines a bijection 
between the isomorphism classes of modules X in prinK(I, 3) with can(X) = v and 
the GCLS)-orbits in Ma@) u u . 
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(c) The category (Z,L3)-spr of’peak (I,J)-spaces is of ,jinite representation type !f’ 
and only ij the category prinK(I,J) is of jinite representation type. 
(d) If (I,,-)-spr oj’peak (l,J)-spaces is of’,finite representation type then the ,$)I- 
lowing statements hold: 
(i) For every coordinate vector v E W’ the algebraic K-variety Mati.‘-i’ has 
,jinitely many Gi,‘,-i’ -orbits \cith respect to the uction l above. 
(ii) The Tits quadratic form qC1,,~) (2.10) is ttteukly positive. 
(iii) The poset (I,_<) with zero-relations does not contain as a peak subposet un) 
of’ the posets with zero-relations presented /IJ, Weichert in [33, pp. 103-1201. 
Proof. The statements (a) and (b) follow from the discussion above, whereas (c) is a 
consequence of the properties of the adjustment fnnctors 0 (3.2) and p (2.7) described 
earlier. 
(d) The statements (i) and (ii) follow by standard arguments applied in the proof of 
Theorem 1.3 in [26]. For the proof of (iii) one shows that for each of the posets (I,.]) 
with zero-relations from the list of Weichert [33, pp. 103-1201 there exists a non-zero 
vector Pi,,,)) = (pi)iE, E N’ such that q~,.,~,(c(C,,wl,) = 0 and /L, = 1 for some ,i E I. In 
all cases the set of zero-relations 13 is empty the vectors p(,,.,, are presented in [I 1, 
Section 51 and [26, Section 51. In the remaining cases the proof is left to the reader. 
Then (iii) is a consequence of (ii). 0 
Remark 3.13. (a) One can prove that for every poset (I,(]) with zero-relations pre- 
sented by Weichert in [33, pp.103-120; 341 the subset 
Kerq(f..<) = (1. E z’; q(/,.j)(u) = 01 
of Z’ is an infinite cyclic subgroup of Z’ generated by the vector J+~,,~, indicated in 
the proof above. 
(b) One can prove that in Proposition 3.12 the following implications hold (d)=+(i)=+ 
(ii)=+(iii). There is an open problem, when the condition (iii) implies that the category 
(Z,J)-spr is of finite representation type? This is the case if the set ~3 is empty [26] 
(see also [lo]). 
4. A reduction fun&or from lattices to socle projective representations 
We shall study the category latt(A*) of lattices over the D-orderA’ ( 1.3) by applying 
the Tits quadratic form (1.4) and the reduction fnnctor 
(4.1) W : latt(A’) + (Ii?, .&*)-spr ” rnodsp K(l,:f, ,<A*> 
defined below, where (Z*+ n. , J,,.) is a two-peak poset with zero-relations associated 
with A*. The construction of W and (I/;:, &t*> f o 11 ows that one in [28, Section 21 and 
involves the covering technique for bipartite stratified posets developed by the author 
in [24]. 
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Suppose that A, /Ii, AZ and A3 are tiled D-orders in (1.2). In order to define 
(1,?,3~.) we consider the poset (1~; 3) (see [37]), where 
(4.2) z/i = {l,...,n} and i + j H iD,j = D. 
First we associate with the D-order A’ (1.3) the following combinatorial object 
(4.3) Z,.,V = (Z/i, i,Z’, C,Z”, 0 : I’ + I”) 
where (IA, 3) is the poset (4.2), Z’ = ZA, = { 1,2,. . . ,nl}, I” = Z,i, = {ni + ns + 1,. . . , 
n-l,n}andC=Z~,={nr+l+... + ni fn3 - 1 -X nl +n3} are viewed as subposets 
of ZA such that ZA = Z’ U C U I” is a splitting decomposition of I,, in the sense of 
[25, Section 8.11, and o : I’ + I” is the poset isomorphism defined by the formula 
o(j) = ~11 + n3 + j. It is clear that Z ,t.,O is a bipartite stratified poset in the sense of 
[24] and [25, Section 17.81, or a completed poset in the sense of [14]. 
Let C’ = {c’;c E C} be a chain isomorphic with C. We construct two one-peak 
enlargements 
(cuz”)* = cuz”U {*} and (I’ U C)+ = Z’ U C’ U {+} 
of the posets C U I” and I’ U C = I’ U C’ by the unique maximal points * and +, and 
by the new relations i < * and s + + for all i E C U I” and all s E I’ U C’. 
Next we associate with the D-order A* (1.3) the two-peak poset 
(4.4) z;: = (C u z”)* u (Z’ u c)+ 
I”=,’ 
obtained from the disjoint union (C U Z”)* U (I’ U C)+ of (C U Z”)* and (I’ U C)+ by 
making the identification j E a(j) for any element j E I’ C(Z’ U C)+. 
It is easy to see that Ii? is a poset and max I/;.’ = { *, +}. The reader is referred 
to [28, 2.51 for illustrating examples. 
We define the set 3~. of zero-relations in Zi: to be the set of all such a pairs (c, c{ ) 
that c E C C(C U Z”)*, ci E C’ C(Z’ U C)+ and the relations c + s, a(s) + ci hold in 
ZA for some s E I’. Here we use the convention f’ = f. 
We call the pair (ZJ$,3n*) a poset with zero-relations associated with the D- 
order A*. 
Example 4.5. Let Z. be the subamalgam of the three-partite D-order 
r= 1 n3 = 3 
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in the sense of definition (1.3). Then ni = n2 = us = 3, the Tits quadratic form 
cJr* : 77” + Z is the quadratic form 
q/*(xl,X2,X3,X4,X5,X6,X4,XS,X6,X*,X+) 
=x:+x: +x:+x~+x:+x;+.$+?c~+x~+x~ +x$ 
l tx1x2 +x1x3 +x2x3+(x, +x2 +xJ)x~+x4x5 +X4X~+X5X6 
fz4z5 +?4% +X5X6 +(x, +x2 +x3)(x4 +25)+X3x6 
-x+(xI fX2 +X3+X4+X5 +%-&(x1 +x2 +X3 +X4+?i5+&) 
The poset (II-, 5) of r in the sense of (4.2) is the following: 
Ir : 
I--+2---+3- 7--+8--+9 
Jr = I’ U C U I” is a splitting decomposition of Zr, where I’ = { 1 ---f 2 + 3}, 
C = (4 i 5 + 6}, I” = (7 + 8 t 9}. The poset isomorphism cr : I’ 4 I” is the 
obvious one (see (4.3)). Note that 
4-5-6 
(C uz”)* : 
7-+8---t9---+* 
l--+2--+3 
(I’ u c)+ : \ 
4’ + 5’ -+ 6’ -_) + 
4-+5-+6 \ 
I\, \ \ \ 
l-2-3’?* 
\ 
\ 
\ 
4’--+5’--+6’~+ 
The set .$-a consists of six zero-relations (6,6’), (5,6’), (4,6’), (6, +), (5, +), (4, +). 
It is generated by the unique minimal relation (6,6’). This defines a poset (I;.‘, 3~) 
with zero-relations. 
It is easy to see that (I;.‘, 3p) d oes not contain as a two-peak subposet with zero- 
relations any of the eight forms 4 , . . . ,Fg presented in Theorem 1.6(c ), and according 
to Theorem 1.6 the D-order r’ is of finite lattice type. 
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One can show that the set 9:. (1.9) of positive roots of the Tits quadratic form qro 
of Z’ has 110 elements (see Example 6.6 below). It then follows from Theorem 6.1 (c) 
of Section 6 that the number of the isomorphism classes of indecomposable P-lattices 
is equal to 96. The Auslander-Reiten quiver of latt(P) is described in Example 6.6 
of Section 6. 
(4.6) A construction of the functor I-U. First we note that the order /i’ (1.3) is a 
D-suborder of the hereditary order Z = M,(D) and the two-sided ideal IT = I&(p) in 
the Jacobson radical rad(r) of Z is also an ideal of A* contained in rad(n’). It is not 
difficult to check that the ring 
is a finite-dimensional right peak K-algebra (see [25]) with a unique simple right ideal 
P, up to isomorphism, and according to [8,19] the reduction functor 
(4.7) [F : latt(n*) + modsp R 
defined by the formula [F(X) = (X/Xz,XZ/Xx, u), is full, reflects isomorphisms and 
Im lF contains up to isomorphism all indecomposable objects of mod, R except from 
P,. Here XT is the r-submodule of X @D F generated by X (see [ 17]), F = DO is the 
field of fractions of D and u : X/Xn: + XZ/Xx is the A/x-monomorphism induced by 
the natural monomorphism X -+ XT. We view [F(X) as a right R-module in a natural 
way (see [8,19]). 
Let J = I/; = ZA U {*} be the poset obtained from Z4 by adding the 
element * with new relations i + * for all i E Z,. Consider the set 
AJ := {(i,j); i 5 j in J} C J x J 
and define a binary equivalence relation p on AJ by setting 
unique maximal 
(i,j)p(s,t) H (i,j) = (s,t) or i,s E Z’ = ZA,,~, t E I” = b,,j = o(i),t = CJ(S) 
where 0 : I’ --) I” given by a(i) = i + izt + ~23 is a poset isomorphism. Then we have 
defined a bipartite stratified poset 
(4.8) Jp = (4 P) 
in the sense of [22, 24, Definition 4.11 and the bipartition J = J’ + C + J”’ is given 
by taking J’ = I’, C = Zd, and J”’ = (Z”)*. We recall from [22,24] that the incidence 
K-algebra of Jp is the subalgebra Xrp of ZU consisting of all matices 1 = [lpq]p,qE~ 
such that 1, = ls2,, if (i,j), (s, t) E AJ and (i,j)p(s, t). It was shown in [24] that K.Zp 
is a basic right peak K-algebra and the right socle of KJp is isomorphic to a direct 
sum of the simple projective right ideal PL = e&/p, called a right peak of KZp. A 
simple analysis shows that the algebra R defined above is Morita equivalent with the 
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incidence algebra x/p and therefore there exists an equivalence of categories 
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(4.9) G : mod,r R 5 mod,r KJI, 
preserving finite representation type, tameness, wildness and the polynomial growth 
property. A simple illustration of these facts can be found in [29, p.961. 
Let (Q, Sz) = (Q(Jp), !S(Jp)) be the bound quiver associated with Jp in [24, Defini- 
tion 2.51. It follows from [24, Proposition 2.81 that there exists a K-algebra isomorphism 
K(Q,SZ) ” KJp. Let 
be the bound quiver Galois covering [24, (3.1)] of (Q, s2). It follows from [24, Propo- 
sition 3.81 that f is a universal covering with the covering group E. Moreover, it 
follows from the construction that the two-peak bound quiver J;)’ [24, (4.3)] of Jp is 
just the poset (Ii?, &a ) with zero-relations (4.4) associated with /1’. By [24, Theorem 
4.191 the push-down functor f,~ : Mod K( e,c) + Mod K(Q, 0) induces the push-down 
timctor 
mod,r K(Q, 5) 2 modSi, K(Q, Sz) 2 modSp KJp 
and we get the following diagram 
-- 
mod,,K(Q, 4 * mod,,K(Q, Q) 
T @ 
(4.10) 
+g 
modsp KJp --+ 
f- 
mod,r KJ;’ 
T GOF z T T 
latt( A’) J-+ (Z/T?, 3,+. )-spr 
where f+ is the glueing functor [24, (4.14)], @ = T, o L, is the embedding de- 
fined in [24, Proposition 4.231, f _ is the section functor [24, (5.1)], and in view of 
the identification Ji’ s ($,3~.) the functor T is the equivalence of 
<Z/T?, 3,~ )-spr + mod, K(I,,. , *+ 3”.) defined in (2.7). The above facts 
by Example 3.9 in [29, p.961. 
Definition 4.11. The reduction fnnctor W : latt(n) -+ ($?, &,I*)-spr g 
3~. ) (4.1) is the composed functor W = T-’ 0 f- 0 G 0 F. 
We shall use two chains of representations in (Ii?, 3~0 )-spr 
(4.12) 
P,‘, -P,‘,_, Lf..-Pg+ 
Hn, cf H,_, of ... - H, 
categories p : 
are explained 
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defined as follows. Given c E {0, 1, . . . , n3) we define P,’ = (P$)iEIJi~ and H, = 
CHc>)jEI;: by the formulas 
K ifj?(c+ni)‘inC’U{+}&Z/;?, 
0 elsewhere, 
H_. _ K if j E I” z I’, or j F c + nr in C U {*} c Zi?, 
CJ - 0 elsewhere. 
In particular, Ho, = K for all j E (C U I”)* C I;.‘, and Ho; = 0 for all j E C’ U 
{+} GZi:, We identify any element i E I’ with o(i) = i+nl +n3 E I” in the poset Ii?. 
It follows that, under the identification (I);?,&.)-spr 2 mod,r K(Zi?,3~0), the 
representation H, is the injective envelope of the simple projective representation 
e,K(Zl;:, 3~. ) corresponding to the peak *, and there are isomorphisms Pn’, g e+K(Z:?, 
3,4. ) and P,’ ” e(c+n, )fK(ZJ?, 3~. ) for c = 1,. . ,123, where (c + 111)’ is viewed as an 
element of C’ C Zi?. 
It follows from [23, Lemma 3.81 that Pn’, c-) P,‘,_l - .. . - P,f are hereditary 
projective representations and H; c--) H;_l c--f . . . c-f Hi are hereditary sp-injective 
representations in (Z/T:‘, 3~. )-spr % modsp K(Ziz, 3~. ). 
Let PI,...,P,~+~, be a complete set of indecomposable projective right A’-modules. 
We recall from [27, Section 3; 30, 7.531 that every lattice Y in latt(A*) admits a 
projective cover epimorphism P(X) + Y and P(Y) 2 P;“’ @. . .cBP~~Z; for some non- 
negative integers WI,. . . , w,, +n3 E N. Following [27, Section 31 and [30, 7.531 we call 
(4.13) cdn(Y) = (wI,...,w,,+~~) 
a coordinate vector of the lattice Y. We denote by ind,(latt(A*)) and by ind,(latt(A’)) 
the set of the isomorphism classes of indecomposable A.-lattices Y of D-rank s and 
with cdn( Y) = w, respectively. 
Now we are able to prove our main reduction theorem. 
Theorem 4.14. Assume that D is a complete discrete valuation domain, p is the 
unique maximal ideal of D and K = D/p. Let A be the D-order (1.1) with the three- 
partition (1.2) and Al = A2 & M,,,(D), A3 C M,,,(D) and n1, n3 as in Section 1. Let 
A’ be the subamalgam D-order (1.3) and let (Zi:,34. ) be the two-peak poset (4.4) 
with zero-relations associated with A’. Then the following statements hold: 
(a) The Tits quadratic forms qA* (1.4) and qC1;:,3n. ) (2.10) coincide. 
(b) The reduction functor W : latt(A*) --t (Zl;?, 3~0 )-spr ” mod,r K(Z;?, 3~0) 
(4.11) is K-linear and has the following properties: 
(i) W is full, reJlects isomorphisms, preserves the indecomposability and preserves 
and rejects the finite representation type. 
(ii) Im W consists up to isomorphism of all objects of (Zi:,s)-spr having no direct 
summand of one of the following two types: the simple projective representa- 
tion P, = e*K(Zi:,3) corresponding to the peak idempotent e, and any of 
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the hereditary sp-injective representations H& ~-f I-I,_, i-) . . . - H, dejined 
in (4.12). 
(iii) The set ind,(latt(n*)) is jinite for any s E N if and only iJ’ the set indr((Z;z, 
J)-spr) oJ’ the isomorphism classes of indecomposable objects X in (Z,;:, IJ)-spr 
with cdn(X) = v is jinite for any vector v E W’1+2n3+2. 
Proof. The statement (a) follows by a straightforward analysis. (b) First we shall 
prove (ii) by applying the properties of the functors lF : latt(/l*) + mod,r R (4.7), 
G : mod,,, R 2 mod,,, - KJP (4.9) defined above and by applying the properties 
of the functor f - : modsr, - KJI, 5 mod,r -- K(Zi?,&.) (see (4.10)) given in [24, 
Theorem 5.8(b)]. 
For this purpose we set R+ = KJ;’ and recall that there is a bound quiver iso- 
morphism (Ii?,&.) 2 Ji’. Then there is an isomorphism R’ 2 K(Zi?,.jn* ) of 
K-algebras. We recall from the discussion above that the simple projective module 
e,KJp is not in the image of G o 1F. It follows from the definition of ,f- [24, (5.5)] 
that the functor J’- carries e,KJp to P, =: e,K(I,;?,.jn=) ” e,RS (see also [24, 
Theorems 4.27(a) and 5.8(b)]. 
It is easy to see that the composed functor 
modsp KR’ % rnodsp K($,&.) ---t (I;?,&.)-spr 
carries the chain of modules H,, + . . 4 Ho in modsi, KR+ defined in [24, (4.25)] 
(with m and n3 interchanged) to the chain H; - Hk_, c-t . - Hi of the heredi- 
tary sp-injective representations in (Ziz, 3)-spr defined in (4.12). It follows from [24, 
Theorem 5.8(b)] that the image of the composed functor T-’ o f- consists (up to 
isomorphism) of all objects of (Z/;?,J)-spr having no direct summand isomorphic to 
any of the hereditary sp-injective representations H; 9 HG ~, of . . CJ Hr. Hence 
(ii) follows. 
Since the functors T-‘, f- and [F are full and reflects isomorphisms (see [24, 
Theorem 5.8(b)]) then so is W and in view of (ii) the statement (i) of (b) follows. 
(iii) By [27, Lemma 3.81 and [30, 7.121 the set ind,(latt(n*)) is finite for any s E N 
if and only if the set ind,(latt(n’) is finite for any vector w E N”l+“?, By the proof 
of [30, Proposition 7.1 l] and by [30, 7.201 applied to F1 = [F o res the above holds if 
and only if the sets ind,(modsi, KJP) E ind,(mod,r, K(Q,Q)) are finite for any vector 
UEN 1z,+ti3+l It follows from [24, Corollary 4.291 that this is the case if and only if 
the sets ind,,(modsp KJ;‘) z indV((Z,*?, \ I)-spr) are finite for any vector c E N’n+2n’+2. 
This finishes the proof of the theorem. Cl 
5. Proof of Theorem 1.6 
Assume that A, Al, AZ, (1s and A’ are D-orders as in Theorem 1.6. We recall 
from the discussion in (4.6) that we have associated with A* a bipartite stratified poset 
Jp = (J,p) (4.8) and a bound quiver Ji’. It is easy to see that Jp = (J,p) is just the 
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bipartite stratified poset IA.,~ = (IA, 3, I’, C, I”, G : I’ ---f Z”) (4.3) and Ji’ is the poset 
(Ii’,&.) with zero-relations (see (4.4)). Then there are equivalences of categories 
(I;‘, 3~.)-spr E mods,, K(Ii?, 340 ) % modSi, KJ;+. 
It follows from Theorem 4.14 that ,4’ is of finite lattice type if and only if the 
category ($,3~.)-spr is of finite representation type. Moreover, the Tits quadratic 
forms qn* (1.4) and qcr;;3n.j (2.10) coincide. 
This together with [24, Theorems 4.301 shows that the following three statements 
are equivalent: 
(a’) The category (1:?,3~.)-spr is of finite representation type. 
(b’) The Tits quadratic form qc1;:,3n.j is weakly positive. 
(c’) The two-peak poset (Ii:,&.) ” J1;’ with zero-relations associated with A’ 
in (4.4) does not contain as a two-peak subposet any of the 48 two-peak posets with 
zero-relations presented in [24, Table 1, p. 35701, and does not contain as a peak 
subposet any of the following one-peak enlargements XT, Xi, -X;, Xz, XX;: 
of critical Kleiner’s posets (see [25, Theorem 10.11). 
It follows from the construction A’ ct (II?, 3n.) in (4.4) and from our assumption 
on A in (1.2) that the poset (Ii.‘, 3~0 ) Z Jr)’ with zero-relations does not contain the 
poset 
(being the first poset in the list of the 48 forms in [24, Table 1, p. 35701) if and only 
if the poset I’ = IA, is linearly ordered, or equivalently, the D-order Ai in (1.2) is 
hereditary of the form (1.7). 
Note also that the poset I/T:‘\(I’U{*, +}) is a disjoint union of two chains C and C’. 
Then a case by case inspection of the 48 forms in [24, Table 1, p. 35701 shows that for 
any three-partite subamalgam D-order A’ (1.3) with Al of the form (1.7) the poset 
($,3~.) with zero-relations does not contain as a peak subposet any of the one- 
peak enlargements XT, X;, Xi, A’& XJ o_f cr$ical Kleiner’s posets, and (Ii?, 3~~) 
could contain at most the eight forms lE& E$, E$, Eg’, Ego, Ei”, ii’ and @’ from the 48 
forms presented in [24, Table 1, p. 35701. They are just the forms Pi,. . . ,Fg shown in 
Theorem 1.6(c). It then follows that the condition (c) of Theorem 1.6 is equivalent with 
(c’) above. The remarks above prove also the equivalences (a)%(a’) and (b)@(b’). 
Consequently, the statements (a), (b) and (c) of Theorem 1.6 are equivalent. 
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Now we prove the implication (c)+(d). First we note that if the three-partite order 
A* contains a three-partite minor D-suborder P then the two-peak poset ($,:],t.) 
with zero-relations associated with A* in (4.4) contains (I$, Jr= ) as a two-peak sub- 
poset with zero-relations. 
Now for the proof of (c)+(d) it is sufficient to check (by applying the definition) 
that if .4’ is any of the 14 D-orders r;, . . , ry, in Table 1 of Section 1 then (ZJ?,s,,. ) 
contains one of the forms .9 1,. . . ,Fs shown in Theorem 1.6(c) (see the proof of 
(d’)+(c’) in [31, Section 41 for details). We shall show this only in case A’ is any 
of the D-orders r;, r;, r;, l-J and r;. The proof in remaining cases is analogous 
and we leave it to the reader. 
First we note that the sets 3,-y, &-; and ;]r: are empty, the sets Jr; and Jr: are 
not empty, IT? = 9, and I$ = 92. 
The poset $! has the form 
and &; = {(c~,c~),(c~,+)}. It follows that the poset with zero-relations (Z;;‘,Ijr;) 
contains the poset & as the subposet obtained from IF? by omitting the points c2 and 
I 
c’1 . 
The poset ZF’ has the form 
and therefore it contains the poset 55 as the subposet consisting of the solid points 
and the maximal points *, +. 
The poset Z,*? has the form =, 
and 3r; = {(a, c), (a, d), (a, +>, (b, c), (b, c), (b, +)}. It follows that the poset with zero- 
relations (If?, &; ) contains the poset 55 as the subposet obtained from I)? by omit- 
ting the solid points. 
i 
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The proof of the implication (d)+(c) reduces to pure combinatorial poset properties 
by applying the constructions 
where IA.,, = (IA, ~,I’,C,I”,o : I’ + I”) is the bipartite stratified poset (4.3) and 
(Zi?,3~.) is the two-peak poset with zero-relations (4.4). 
The following properties of the constructions follow directly from definitions. 
(A) The D-order /i together with its three-partition shown in (1.2) is uniquely de- 
termined by the bipartite stratified poset IA.,~. Hence, the three-partite subamalgam 
D-order A’ (1.4) is uniquely determined by IA=,~. 
(B) A three-partite subamalgam D-order Z’ is a three-partite minor D-suborder of 
il’ if and only if Ire,, is a bipartite stratified subposet of Z/I.,~. 
(C) For any bipartite stratified subposet J7 = (J, 3, J’, C,J”,z : J’ + J”) of Z,t.,, 
there exists a unique three-partite minor D-suborder Z of A such that I,.,, = J,. 
(D) A three-partite D-order A’ of the form (1.2) dominates a three-partite D-order 
ii if and only if I’ = IA, = Z,+ I” = IA, = I,+ C = IA, = ZA; (a poset equality) 
and the partial order relation of Z n/ is obtained from the partial order relation of Z4 
by adding finitely many new relations i’ 3 cl, c2 3 i”, where if E I’, i” E I” and 
ci,cz E c. 
(E) If the two-peak poset with zero-relations ($,3~.) is given then the poset 
I’ z I” can be reconstructed as the subposet of Z,*z consisting of all points s such that 
s 5 *, s 5 + and each of the pairs (s, *) and (s, +) does not belong to the set 3~. of 
zero-relations. Moreover, C U C’ = Ii: \ (I’ z I”) in the notation of (4.4). 
It follows that the classification of minimal three-partite D-orders of infinite lattice 
type can be given by means of bipartite stratified subposets. 
On this way we shall show that if/i is a three-partite D-order (1.2) and the associated 
two-peak poset with zero-relations (I/T?, 3~. ) contains one of the forms 91,. . . ,Fg 
as a two-peak subposet with zero-relations then the subamalgam D-order A* (1.3) 
contains a three-partite minor D-suborder Z’ which is dominated by any of the D- 
orders r;,..., Z;, shown in Table 1 of Section 1. 
First we assume that /i is a three-partite D-order (1.2) such that (Zi:, 3~. ) contains 
the poset 
Cl - * 
9, : a3 -----t a2 + al 
\ 
c; - + 
and ($,3/i.) d oes not contain the poset 92. We shall show that the subamalgam 
D-order A* contains a three-partite minor D-suborder r’ which is dominated by the 
D-order ri or by r; shown in Table 1. 
Look at the bipartite stratified poset Z/l*,0 = (6, d,I’, C, I”, o : I’ -+ I”) (4.3). Recall 
that C is a chain, the elements cl, c2 belongs to C and ci denotes a copy of c2 in 
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C’ cl/T: (see (4.4)). Without loss of generality we may suppose that us 5 a2 3 al 
is a chain in I’ and ai 3 a; 3 a{ is the image of a3 3 a2 3 al under the poset 
isomorphism cr : I’ + I”. It follows from our assumption on the bipartition (1.2) that 
ai 3 (z;. 
Let r be a three-partite minor of /1 (1.2) defined by the rows and columns numbered 
by the elements ~3, ~2, al, a:,~:, u{, cl, CZ. By our assumption 
zr..ri = (Jr, i,J’,C,J”, 0 : J’ + J”) 
where J’ = (a3 3 a2 3 ul} cZ’, J” = {ui 3 ui 5 ui} cZ”, c = {q,c?} 2 C and 
o : J’ + J” is given by o(ai) = a{, @a~) = ui and a(a3) = ui. 
It follows from the shape of 9, that cl is not comparable with the chain ui --f ui ---f 
u; in the poset Z,,t and c2 is not comparable with the chain a3 + a2 + al, and either 
cl = (‘2 or else c2 4 cl. 
In case ci = c2 we conclude from (A)-(C) and from the shape of the bipartite 
stratified poset lr..O that r = rr. 
Now consider the case c2 + cl. Since (I$, Jr.) does not contains the poset 32 
it follows from the observations above together with (A)-(E) that the poset Jr = 
J’ u p u J” admits one of the following shapes: 
J1 : 
a3 - a2 - al 
J2 : 
a3 --+ a2 --+a1 
a3 --+ a2 ---+ al 
J3 : J4 : 
J5 : 
a3 da2-+al 
J6 : 
a3 ----+ a2-al 
J7 : 
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It is easy to see that for s = 1,. . ., 7 the two-peak poset with zero-relations J,*’ 
associated with J, by applying the formula (4.4) contains 91. Further, it follows from 
(D) that the three-partite D-order corresponding to J1 dominates the three-partite D- 
orders corresponding to J2 , . . . , J7. Since just the three-partite D-order r2 corresponds 
to J1 then from the analysis above we conclude that up to domination and minors the 
minimal three-partite D-orders (1.2) such that (Zi;:, 3~. ) contains the poset 91 and 
(Z/;:, 3~~) does not contain the poset 92 are just the D-orders rt and I’2 of Table 1. 
By the technique applied above we also prove the implication (d)+(c) in remaining 
cases. The details are left to the reader. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.6. 0 
Let (Z/T:, 3~. ) be the two-peak poset with zero-relations associated with A’ in (4.4). 
We associate with the D-order A’ the system 
(5.1) * : G,,.(u) x J&(V) -+ di$.(u), u E Nn’+2n3+2, 
of parabolic algebraic groups GA. (0) = G$‘“l”*) acting on irreducible algebraic K- 
varieties AA. (a) = Matl!;:‘3”’ ). The action is defined by the formula (3.1 l), with 
(1,3) and ($, 3~0 ) interchanged. 
We summarise the results of Theorem 1.6 and of Section 3 by the following useful 
fact. 
Corollary 5.2. Assume that D is a complete discrete valuation domain. Let A be a 
three-partite D-order (1.2) and let A’ be the subamalgam (1.3) of A, where A, = AZ, 
A3 and n, n1 = n2, n3 are as in introduction. Let (Ii:,&) be the two-peakposet with 
zero relations associated with A’ in (4.4). The following conditions are equivalent. 
(a) The D-order A’ is of finite lattice type. 
(a’) For any positive integer the set ind,(latt(A’)) of the isomorphism classes of 
indecomposable A’- lattices of D-rank s is finite. 
(b) The number of GA* (v)-orbits in &$o (v) with respect to the algebraic group 
action (5.1) is finite for all vectors v E Nn1+2n3+2. 
(c) dim G,t.(u) > dim &A.(V) for all u E Nn1+2n3+2, where dim is the variety 
dimension. 
(d) The integral reduced Tits quadratic form qA* : Z”’ +2n3+2 + Z (1.4) is weakly 
positive. 
(e) If R = KIii/3~. is the factor algebra of the incidence K-algebra Kli$ of the 
poset I;: module the ideal 3~. of zero-relations then 
dimK ExtL( Ut , U2 ) 5 1 
for any pair of modules Ul, U2 in mod(R) satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) End(Ut) “End(&)” K, 
(ii) HomR(Ut, U2) = 0 and HomR(U,, UI) = 0, 
(iii) for j = 1,2 the kernel of the projective cover P(Uj) d Uj of Uj is a semisim- 
ple projective R-module. 
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(f) The set L%?;. = {v E Nnl+2n3+2; q”-(v) = 1) (1.9) of positive roots of the 
quadratic form qA* : Zn1+2n3+2 4 Z (1.4) is jinite. 
Proof. Since the functor W : latt(n*) + (Ii?,&.)-spr g mod,r K(I/;f, 3~0 ) (4.1) 
preserves and reflects the finite representation type then the condition (a) is equivalent 
to any of the following equivalent conditions: 
(al) The category (Ii:, 3~.)-spr is of finite representation type. 
(a2) The category prin(R) of prinjective modules over R = KZ*./3,t. is of finite 
representation type. 
Moreover by Theorem 4.13 (a) the Tits quadratic form qh* (1.4) coincides with 
the Tits quadratic form qCr;:,3n.j ( 2.10) of the two-peak poset with zero-relations 
(I;:, 3/i* ). 
The implication (a)+(a’) is obvious. 
(a’)=+(b) It follows from Theorem 4.14(iii) that the condition (a’) implies the fol- 
lowing one: 
(a3) For any vector u E N nlf2n3+2 the set ind,(prinR) of the isomorphism classes 
of indecomposable modules X in p&(R) with v = cdn(X) is finite. 
By Proposition 3.12, the map X H fx (3.5) together with the isomorphisms in 
Proposition 3.12 (a) defines a bijection between the isomorphism classes of modules X 
in prinK(I, 3) with cdn(X) = u and the G”.(v)-orbits in JH,,.(u). Then (b) follows by 
the arguments applied in the proof of Theorem 10.1 in [25, p. 1281 or [26, Theorem 3.11. 
The implications (b)+(c)+(d) can be proved by repeating the well-known Tits 
arguments used in the proof of Theorem 10.1 in [25, pp. 128-1291 or [26, Theorem 
3.11, because qn- coincides with qc,;:,3n.j and obviously q”-(u) = dim GA.(U) - 
dim J&.(U). 
The implication (d)+(a) follows from Theorem 1.6. The equivalences (d)@(e)@(f) 
are proved in [32, Theorem 1.71 by applying the results and a technique of the papers 
[7] and [ 131. This finishes the proof. El 
We note that the equivalence (a)%(a’) is a version of the second Brauer-Thrall 
conjecture for lattices over orders (see [25, p. 4; 351). 
6. A construction of the Auslander-Reiten quiver of latt(n*) 
The main aim of this section is to present a construction of the Auslander-Reiten 
quiver of r(latt(n’)) of latt(/l*) in case LI. is of the form (1.3) with LID hereditary 
of the form (1.7). Theorem 6.1 below reduces the problem to a description of the 
Auslander-Reiten quiver of T((Z~~,3~.)-spr) of (Z::, 3n.). This provides us with a 
computer accessible algorithm constructing the quiver r(latt(/i’)) of latt(n’) in case 
LI’ is of finite lattice type (see Remark 6.4). The reader is referred to [4,25] for basic 
facts on Auslander-Reiten sequences and Auslander-Reiten quivers (see also [ 15, 18, 
35, Appendix; 361. 
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Ii L-l \, P** l E(P+). \ . ..A 
Fig. 1. Auslander-Reiten quiver of the category (Ii.‘, 3~* )-spr 
Our main result of this section is the following. 
Theorem 6.1. Assume that D is a complete discrete valuation domain, p is the unique 
maximal ideal of D and K = D/p. 
Let A be the D-order (1.1) with the three-partition (1.2) and Al = A2 C M,,(D), 
A3 2 M,,,(D) and nl, n3 as in Section 1. Let A’ be the subamalgam D-order (1.3) 
and let (I/T?, 3~. ) be the two-peak poset (4.4) with zero-relations associated with A’. 
If the order A1 is hereditary of the form (1.7) then the following statements hold. 
(a) There exist a unique preprojective component 9(A*) in (I/~?,&o)-spr starting 
from the hereditary projective section Pn’, L-) Pn’,_, -+ . . -+ PO’ of irreducible 
monomorphisms shown in (4.12), and a unique preinjective component Y(A*) in 
(I,*?,&.)-spr ending by the hereditary sp-injective section H; -+ H,&, -+ . ’ . - 
I-I; of irreducible monomorphisms shown in (4.12) (see Fig. 1 and Remark 6.4(b) 
below). There is no non-zero morphism from $(A’) to 9j’(A’). 
(b) The Auslander-Reiten quiver r(latt(A* )) of latt(A’ ) is obtained from the 
Auslander-Reiten quiver T((Ii?, 3~. )-spr) of (I;?, 3,+- )-spr by making the identifica- 
tion of the section Pn’, L) P,‘,_, of . . . - PT with the section H; c) H,,_, L-) . . . - 
H, and the identijication of the simple projective module P, = e,K(Ii?,3n.) with 
the injective envelope E(P,f,) of the simple projective module Pn’, ” e+K($,3n.) in 
(Zi?, 3,p )-spr ” modsP K(Zi?, 3,p ) (see Fig. 1). 
(c) If A is offinite lattice type then (ZJT,3n.)-spr = .!?(A’) = $(A’) is $nite and 
the map X H cdn W(X) establishes a bijection between the isomorphism classes of 
indecomposable modules in latt(A’) and the positive roots (see (1.8)) of the quadratic 
form qne : Zn1f2n3i2 --f Z (1.4) which are distinct from the roots 
El ,...,&,,+,,,n,+l,...,~n,+n,,&*,~,~~,+Ir...’~~,+n3 
where E] ,*‘.,~n,tll,, n,+l3... E ,E,,,+,,~, E*, E+ are the standard basis vectors of the free 
abelian group ZIn1+2n3+2 = i?‘@ x Zn3’2, &,+ = E,,+, +?, z = xcErnCn,) E, and 
m(Al ) is the subset of IA, = { 1,. . . , rzl} consisting of all elements t < nl such that 
there is no m < t with ,Dr = D. 
Proof. (a) Since the D-order is of the form (1.7) the poset I’ = ZA, is linearly or- 
dered and therefore the bound subquiver (Z/T: \ I’, 3~0) of (I;?, 3~. ) is a union of 
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two incomparable chains C* and (C’)+. It follows like in the proof of Proposition 4.9 
in [24] that every point in (I:: \ I’, &.) is separating. Then following the argu- 
ments of Bongartz [5, Theorem 2.51 we prove that there exist a unique preprojective 
component b(il’) in (I;:,&.)-spr starting from the hereditary projective section 
I?, ‘i p,‘,-, q LJ P,f (see also [12, Section 41). 
In order to prove the existence of the preinjective component #(il.) we recall from 
[23, (2.6)] that there exists a reflection duality functor 
(6.2) 0.; : mod,,, K(Z;?,&t*) + mod,r S’, 
where S’ is a right two-peak reflection dual K-algebra to S = K(ZJ;?, .jn* ) in the sense 
of [23, (2.6)]. Let 
be the reflection transpose D-order in the sense of (1.5). It is easy to see that the 
reflection dual bound quiver ((ZJ?)*, :<;. ) of (I,*.‘, .&r. ) in the sense of [23, Definition 
2.211 is the poset (I$,&) with zero-relations associated with Z’ = rt(/l.) by the 
formula (4.4). Note that the stratified poset Zr..O associated with f’ by the formula 
(4.3) is just the dual form of Z,.i.,, (4.3). 
According to [23, Corollary 2.221, there exists a K-algebra isomorphism S’ E 
K(Z*’ I‘. ,&.) and in view of the equivalence (2.7) from the reflection duality (6.2) 
we derive the reflection duality functor 
(6.3) 
By the statement (a) applied to Z’, there exists a unique preprojective component 
,ip(Z*) in (Z;?,Jr.)- p s r ending by the hereditary projective section pz -+ $_, - 
. i-f PT defined in (4.12). Since D’ carries the section pzJ q P,‘,_, Li LJ p; to 
the hereditary sp-injective section H& q H,;-, c-$ . c--t .H, in -(Z;.‘, + )-spr then 
.F(il’) = D’(;/p(Z”)) is the unique preinjective component with the required property. 
This finishes the proof of (a). 
(b) Since the functor W is such that the diagram (4.10) is commutative then the 
statement (b) follows from [24, Corollary 4.29(b), Theorem 5.81 applied to the functors 
,f‘+ and ,f- in (4. IO), together with [ 18, Theorem IV; 151 applied to the composed 
functor 
latt(n’) L mod,r R 2 rnodsp KJp 
cz 
(4.7) and (4.9). The details are left to the reader (consult Lemma 3.8, Theorem 3.10, 
Corollary 3.11 and Example 4.1 in [23]). 
(c) Let R+ = K(Z,:?,&.). Since ,4* is of finite lattice type then according to 
Theorem 4.14 the category modsP R+ ” (I/;:, 3~. )-spr is of finite representation type. 
It follows from Proposition 3.1 O(b) that the category prin R’ is of finite representation 
type. 
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Since, by (a), there exists a preprojective component in mod,r R+, then according to 
[ 161 there exists a preprojective component in prin R+. Moreover, it is easy to check 
that the Tits form qn* = qc,;:,3nQ : ZInl-t2n3+2 + Z (1.4) is the Tits form x,+ of 
prin Rf in the sense of [ 16, Section 41, and therefore [ 16, Proposition 4.131 applies. It 
follows that the map Z H cdnZ establishes a one to one correspondence between the 
isomorphism classes of indecompos ab le modules Z in prinR+ and the positive roots 
of the Tits form qn-. 
Since the adjustment hmctor 0 : prinR+ + mod,r R+ ” (Ii:,&.)-spr (3.2) is 
dense, vanishes only on the indecomposable modules “Pi = ejR+/soc(ejR+), j E 
Zi: \ { *, +} with cdn “Pj = j, E and cdnZ = cdn O(Z) for every indecomposable mod- 
ule Z in prin Ri which is not isomorphic to a module “cj then the map Y H cdn Y 
establishes a one to one correspondence between the isomorphism classes of indecom- 
posable modules in mod,r R+ E (Zi?, 3~. )-spr and the positive roots of the Tits form 
qA* which are distinct from the roots ~1,.  . , E,,+,,, E ,,,,_l,. . . ,E,,+,? being coordinate 
vectors of the modules “Pj for j E 1:: \ {*, +}. 
By Theorem 4.14, the only indecomposable objects of (Ii?, &.)-spr, up to isomor- 
phism, being not in the image of the functor W are the modules H; of HG _ 1 - . of 
Hi and e,R+. Since their coordinate vectors are just the roots E*,?,?~,+,, . . . ,I$,,+,,, re- 
spectively, then (c) follows from Theorem 4.14(b) and the discussion above. This 
finishes the proof of the theorem. 0 
Remark 6.4. Assume that ,4* is a subamalgam D-order as in Theorem 6.1. We describe 
now a computer accessible algorithm constructing r(latt(n*)) of latt(/l*) in case ,4’ 
is of finite lattice type. The procedure is illustrated below in Example 6.6. 
(a) It follows from Theorem 6.1 and [24, Theorem 4.301 that if /1’ is of finite lattice 
type then the Auslander-Reiten quiver r((1l;:,&.)-spr) = p(n*) = 9(/i’) is finite, 
the part 9 is empty (see Fig. l), every indecomposable object X in (Ii:,&.)-spr is 
uniquely determined by its coordinate vector cdnX (see [26, Corollary 3.21) End(X) % 
K and ExtK(rJ:,3n. )(X,X) = 0. 
(b) The preprojective component ~(LI*) of (12:,&.)-spr can be constructed by a 
slight modification of the algorithm given in Sections 11.9-l 1 .l 1 of [25] for J*-spr, 
where J* is a one-peak poset, and the algorithm described in [12, Section 41 for I-spr, 
where I is an E-free multi-peak poset (see also [lo]). 
It was shown in the proof of Theorem 6.1 that the preinjective component $(A*) 
of (~/;%I~ )- p s r can be obtained from the preprojective component g(r’) 
of (1$,3r.)-spr by applying the reflection duality fiurctor (6.3). 
(c) If A* is of finite lattice type then the Auslander-Reiten quiver r(latt(/l*)) of 
latt(n*) can be constructed from the Auslander-Reiten quiver T((Z,*:, 3”.)-spr) = 
s(n*) (see above) by a simple glueing described in Theorem 6.1 (b). 
Remark 6.5. It would be interesting and useful for applications to present an explicit 
form of the reduction functor W : latt(n) + ($,3,i.)-spr (see 4.11). 
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Fig. 2. The Auslander-Reiten quiver of (I;.‘, J)-spr. 
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Example 6.6. Let Z. be the subamalgam from Example 4.5. It follows from Theorem 
1.6 that Z. is of finite lattice type. We shall show, by applying the method described 
in Remark 6.4, that the number of the isomorphism classes of indecomposable lattices 
in latt(Z.) is equal to 96 and we describe the Auslander-Reiten quiver Z(latt(Z* )) of 
latt(Z.). 
For a computational reason we renumber the poset (I;;.‘,&) with zero-relations of 
Example 4.5 as follows 
(I;:, 3r* ) : 
l-2+2’+ + 
where the dotted line means a zero-relation. It follows from Remarks 6.4 that the 
Auslander-Reiten quiver of (Z;.‘, 3p )- p s r is that one presented in Fig. 2, where we 
write the coordinate vectors v = cdn V instead of indecomposable representations V 
of (4% 31-e >, an d we use the exponential notation of coordinate vectors introduced in 
[25, 11.881, that is, the vector v = cdn V = (VI,. . . , vr) E N’J*= is written in the form 
v = cdn V = 1”‘2”2 . . . t”, 
where we omit j”! if Vj = 0, and we set J ‘“(A = j if v(j) = 1. By [ 16, Proposition 4.131 
the category (Z:?,3r.)-spr has exactly 101 indecomposable objects up to isomorphism 
and the number of positive roots of the Tits quadratic form q(r.,d,.) equals 110. 
The Auslander-Reiten quiver Z(latt(Y)) of latt(Z. ) is obtained from that one in 
Fig. 2 by making the identification of the hereditary projective encircled section + - 
2’+ + 2+ --+ l+ from the beginning of Z((Z;.f,3r.)-spr) with the hereditary sp- 
injective encircled section 4* + 34* + 3’* + 3”* from the end of Z((Zp?,3r.)-spr), 
and the identification of the vertex * = cdn P, with the vertex 14+ = cdnE(P+). 
Consequently the D-order Z’ is of finite lattice type and the number of the isomorphism 
classes of indecomposable Y-lattices equals 96. 
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